
My 
Idea  

•  A kid as a superhero with 
superpowers. 

 
•  My nephew Billy will be my actor 

he is 10 years old. 



My 
Research 

I watched and looked into a few movies that had 
kids as Superhero's  such as; 
 
•  Thunderpants  
•  Sky High 
•  Spy Kids 
•  Super  
•  3 Ninja 
•  Up,Up and away  
•  A Kid in King Arthur’s court   
•  The Adventures of shark boy and shark girl  
•  Zoom  
•  Rookie of the Year 
 



My 
Research 

If you was a superhero what superpowers would you like to 
have? 
•  heat vision  
•  Laser vision 
•  fly 
•  breath out ice 
•  be really strong with super strength 
•  hands can make fire 
•  change into different people 
•  eagle vision (see things from far away) 
 
What colour would you want your superhero costume to be? 
•  blue, red, yellow with a cape  
 
When you hear the word superhero what do you think of? 
•  superman 
•  bat-cave 
•  big house 
 
 



My 
Research 



My  
Research 

I took what superpowers that Billy had came up with a 
narrowed them down to a few that I thought would be 
cable of me producing; 
 
 
•  Laser vision 
•  fly 
•  be really strong with super strength 
•  eagle vision (see things from far away) 
•  Really quick and rapid 

 
 
I then finally came up with a name for my Superhero: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Lazer Lad 



My  
Research  

Costumes: 
I researched into costumes, I want the costume to be 
stereotypical but have my own design: 

I am currently still making my own costume. I have 
nearly finished. 



Planning Storyboard  



Planning Location Report 

I will be filming at my house in Herne Bay 
using a green screen for most of my shots. 
Therefore this gives me the opportunity to 
produce more effects in my video by using the 
green screen which I would not be able to do 
in a live set.  
 
I will also be filming on a live set however this 
is only be a short distance from my house. 



Planning Risk Assessment 



Planning 

I will start my filming 
on the 6th March! 


